RevenYOU is
accessible
Have the algorithms work for you
RevenYOU is a Dutch start up that did the impossible:
Bring returns on investment comparable to Wall Street to
everyone with a smartphone.
76% of all trade in the world is already done by smarttrading algorithms. Yet, as of right now, big companies
hold all the key’s when it comes to hiring quants and
using the newest technology to create the best algorithms
.
RevenYOU is poised and ready to bring high-end
algorithm trading to the rest of the world.
Financial returns through Artificial Intelligence.
RevenYOU is building the biggest and most
accessible trading platform for trading-bots, ever.

RevenYOU

“RevenYOU found the recipe, the holy fintech grail.
We youtube-anize trading, we spotified the VIP
trading area.
We Ali-expressed Fintech.”
- Michiel, founder RevenYOU

Biggest market in
the world?

“The Big fintech question was: Where is the
Unicorn? It’s right here. The power of all people and
stunning technology brings winning financial ROI to
all.”

The developer community
We consider all the world’s developers – the makers of

- Colin, founder RevenYOU

those very potent algorithms - members of the Reven-

RevenYOU is working to bring automatic
trading to every financial market; crypto,
indexes, currencies, commodities, shares,
options and funds.

YOU family. Together we reap the rewards of our joint
success. We stay in close contact through a growing
developer academy that also happens to organize the
earth’s best hackathons. Best of all, we pay our family of

- Stefan, founder RevenYOU

Estimations done using our application range
in the tens of billions of Euro’s after an
operational period of five years.

On average, RevenYOU only charges 0,001
percent in transaction fees.

“RevenYOU is finger-tip trading. YOU and the world
most powerful algorithm bots beating and prospering
on your smartphone. It’s game-changing simple”.

Developers

The secret of the
RevenYOU recipe is a two side
formula; are you ready?
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The other side is for YOU: Easy successful trading. Traders no longer
need to know anything about complex platforms and do not need to have
years of trade experience. You simply choose an algorithm that already
contains everything and play it.
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One side is the system that JP Morgan can only dream of: ‘Portal’: the
open to all financial algorithm and A.I. development program. This is
where thousands developers can build, share and prosper -We mean,
really prosper.
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The Expected growth of the developer’s community within 3 years.

We recently hit 12.000 developer signups for
the RevenYOU league

Our Goal
There are few products capable of reaching hundreds of
millions of users, RevenYOU is one them!
We are going to shake up trading, making it as easy as
using Spotify.
Using the RevenYOU app users can choose a successful tradingstrategy, press play and profit, from the developers skill,
knowledge, training and extensive research.
Accessibility is 1#
Customers can try all the strategies on our platform for free! This
allows users to get used to our app with out any commitment or
stress. They can start using real money as soon as they are
comfortable.
Open Source, like Lego
Tower, our open source decentralized development platform, is at
the heart of our product. Tower allows developers form all over the
world to create their own, but also improve upon other’s
algorithms.

Hybrid Exchange

John

Jane

Sell
€100,-

Buy
€50,-

Perfect customer experience
By integrating the Hybrid Exchange into the RevenYOU platform we
eliminate the need for users to have multiple accounts with multiple
exchanges. 1 account with RevenYOU is all you need to get started!

Sell
€100,-

Sell
€50,Internal
Hybride
Exchange

Lower transaction costs
Our Hybrid Exchange has corporate connections with the biggest
cryptocurrency exchanges. By using business accounts on these
exchanges we pay lower transaction fees.

Sell
€50,-

In-house settling
The Hybrid Exchanges allows us to settle transactions ourselves. This puts
RevenYOU in the unique position to maintain 65% of fees otherwise lost to
external exchanges with in its own platform. This way RevenYOU’s profit
per trade is quadrupled, without it costing the users anything extra!

External
Exchange

External
Exchange

External
Exchange

Accessibility is the key
SMS login

Risk assessment
High
Insecurities
surrounding legal
status of blockchain

Business
model copied

Probability

Face ID

Limited adoption
by bigger markets

Ease of
payment

Poor algorithm Stagnated algorithm
growth
performance

Limited development
recourses

High cost/effort
Bank licenses
Limited access to
trading platforms

Low
Low

Impact on business model

Damaging
Hacks

High
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Users: 83,700 users, ready to download the app
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Developers: 5,640 teams have signed up
App: Wireframe and design are done, the
programing has started. To be launched ± april 2019
Tech: Tower is done, developers can build
and test algorithms
Tech: Backtesting an algoritm on 6 years of market
data takes just 1.477ms by a 15 min interval
Tech: The Hybrid Exchange is to be
finished in February and is 85% done
Capital: €866,520 + 16.160 hours invested

Miscellaneous
Certificates of shares
The purpose of certifying shares or assets is to separate the rights attached to shares
or assets. After certification, the profit right (economic law) comes to lie with someone
other than someone with the right to vote (control law).

Investment information / business plan.
RevenYOU has published an extensive Whitepaper / Businessplan online. We recommend
that you study this carefully before making the decision to invest in RevenYOU / CMS Holding.
More than just shareholder
We are looking for enthusiastic shareholders who invest large or small amounts. From the

De RevenYOU / CMS Holding B.V. will issue 25% of the shares to the
foundation trust office CMS Holding. The investor becomes a certificate
holder. This keeps the company more effective. Huib Zeven of Zeven CS
is the executive officer of this STAK and also represents the interests of
the members.

RevenYOU /
CMS Beheer B.V.
Ir. Lelyweg 44,
2031 CD Haarlem

These certificates of shares:
- are easy to transfer, without a notary, to others,
- do not give you a meeting or voting right in the company,
- give you profit right and all other rights of shares.

previous round we learned that only the collection of money is not the most important thing an
investment round can bring.
The many investors who have invested in the Seed round are very involved and have
individual expertise in fields that RevenYOU is exploring. RevenYOU has already gain a lot
through the contact with the current shareholders.

Stokholding
B.V.

STAK

- Offer obligation:
27,58%

Shareholder is obliged to first offer his
www.RevenYOU.io
mail@revenyou.io
+31 6 15 439 193 (Colin Groos)
+31 6 21 504 482 (Michiel Stokman)

27,58%

17,24%

27,58%

certificates of the shares to the co-shareholder(s).
RevenYOU BV
/ CMS Holding

100%

Notaris Kienhuis
Fonteinlaan 5
2012 JG Haarlem
kienhuis@de-notarissen.com
+31 23 528 91 92

Shivai Holding
B.V.

Beeholding
B.V.

RevenYOU AG
Zwitserland

100%

CMS Beheer
BV

Profit & Loss X 1.000

Note: this is a prognosis!

First name

Agreement shares RevenYOU - CMS Holding B.V.
Procedure: Fill out this form and sign it. Sign with the correct date. Take a photo of it and

Surname

send it with a photo of your ID card by email to shareholders@revenyou.io
We ask you to transfer the money to be invested on the ING account within 7 days:

If company: name of company

NL12INGB0009092390 In the name of “CMS Holding BV” with reference to
"Deposit on certificates of shares for RevenYOU"

Street + nr.

We will send you the agreement signed by us, where we will assign the Certificates
of the shares to you. Then Send it back again to make the agreement hard.

Acquire shares at a discount. (Value € 1100 per share)

Postcode + Place

Phone nr.

Up to March 18, 25% discount: € 825, - per share. (Available: 200 shares)
From March 19, 10% discount: € 990, - per share until 25 April. (Available 725 shares)

Email address

Note: You also get preferential access to the best trading algorithms.

Date
Datum

From 26 April the offers is the same as the offer for VC’s: € 1100 per share.

Shares
Yes, I subscribe to acquire shares of
RevenYOU / CMS Beheer BV worth

€

Yes, I consent that RevenYOU / CMS Beheer BV shares this information
with Notary Kienhuis regarding investing in RevenYOU / CMS Beheer BV

Signature

